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WHITE PAPER 

 

THE FIATT TOKEN 

The Fiatt (FIATT) token functions unlike any other ICO and any other cryptocurrency. 

FIATT is an ERC20 Token and is backed by not only the blockchain but mainly through 

fiat currencies. Every dollar spent in exchange for a FIATT token is put into a 

decentralized, encrypted vault. The vault will create a basal value for each token. 

Additional value will be added to each token as it is traded on popular exchange 

platforms. Once all FIATT tokens are sold, investors may continue to invest money into 

the vault, raising the tokens basal value. Though FIATT will accept payments of Bitcoin 

and Ethereum, all currencies will be converted into USD before entering the vault.  

View Figure 1 below. 
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CURRENT ISSUES OF WORLD FIAT CURRENCIES  

- Fiat currencies all across the globe are continually in a downward trend. The U.S. 

Dollar loses 3-4% of it’s value every year.  

- Fiat currencies can be counterfeit. 

- Fiat currencies can be destroyed. 

- Fiat currencies cost additional fees when trading currencies. 

- Fiat currencies are no longer backed by gold or any other valuable object. 
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CURRENT ISSUES OF CRYPTOCURRENCIES 

- Volatility 

- Little or no regulations 

- Scalability 

- Brand new market 

 

Crypto currencies virtually solve every problem of fiat currencies. However, the 

issues/barriers of crypto currencies pose a great enough threat, making it that ordinary 

people won’t invest into any coins or tokens.  

 

VOLATILITY 

Because recent cryptocurrencies are so volatile, they prove themselves an unworthy 

solution to be implemented in everyday life. This isn’t to say the technology, but rather, 

crypto over fiat currency. Though, crypto has the potential to completely dwarf fiat 

currencies. However, due to the volatility of current coins/tokens, many people see 

crypto just as an investment option rather than a solution to fiat currency.  

 

LITTLE OR NO REGULATIONS 

Because the crypto market is so new and the technology is so advanced, causing much 

confusion and frustration. The market has almost no regulations. For this reason, 

scammers and every sort of fraudulent activity, fills the market. 
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SCALABILITY 

As coins grow in value and popularity, the need to scale the blockchain platform, begins 

to increase in demand. Because, the most popular coins today are also pioneers, the 

technology has shown to be slow and not fit for a global currency. 

 

BRAND NEW MARKET 

The crypto market has exploded with thousands of new coins and new ideas. However, 

because of the speed at which it is moving at, causes many issues to be briefly 

addressed before pressing on to something new. Bitcoin was the first to show a new 

market on what currency can be, now is the time for FIATT to lead the market into what 

currency should be. 

 

FIATT eliminates the volatility issue by being backed by fiat currencies. FIATT will only 

circulate the amount of token that is backed by the amount of fiat currency in the vault. 

FIATT is ready for immediate global integration, thus producing only 205 Trillion FIATT 

tokens. Once all tokens have been traded for fiat currency, users may continue to 

deposit money into the vault to additionally raise the value of each token.  
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HOW FIAT WORKS 

View figure 2. 

 

 

When the USER deposits money into the Fiat Vault, they receive a correlated amount of 

FIATT to the amount they deposited. As shown above, all funds are deposited into the 

Fiat Vault. Neither, the creators nor the FIATT Team receive any portion of the funds, 

except for specified sales with the ICO. The funds located in the vault are then assigned 
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to each token in circulation. Thus, FIATT is backed by not only the blockchain, but 

mainly by fiat currency.  

 

ICO 

Creating such a system as FIATT requires skilled individuals (developers, creators, etc), 

time, and comes with a cost. The ICO will cover for all three of these areas. Token sales 

will have values as follows: 

- Private Sale: $0.50 per Token USD.  

a. For first 5 million tokens sold. 

b. Starts Oct 16 2018 

- Pre-Sale: $0.90 per Token USD. 

a. For first 120 million tokens sold. 

b. Starts Dec 25 2018 (projected) 

- Public Sale: $1.05 per Token USD (ongoing). 

a. Starts Mar 9 2019 (projected) 

- Team Sale: $0.095 per Token USD 

a. Starts Mar 9 2019 (projected) 
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The money raised from the Private Sale, Pre-Sale and Team Sale will be divided up as 

shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

100% Money raised from the Public Sale will be deposited into the vault (minus 2-3% 

for certain platform fees).  
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Due to the new and improved blockchain technology and highly valued vault, 20% of 

funds raised will be used to pay the developers and to fund the system for the FIATT 

token. FIATT will be traded on many popular exchange platforms, as well with many 

business’.  

 

MARKET/CYCLING 

Due to the nature of FIATT, Cycling is an action that will take place.  

Here is how it works: One will sell a certain amount of already owned FIATT tokens on 

an exchange for Bitcoin or Ethereum. They then deposit that amount of 

Bitcoin/Ethereum back into the vault and are given FIATT again. With a system such as 

this, the entire crypto market is essentially invested in FIATT.  

 

SOFT, FINAL AND HARD CAPS 

The Soft Cap of the FIATT Private Sale is $2.7 Million. The Final Cap is $72 Million. The 

Team Cap is $114 Million. Due to the nature of FIATT there will be major monitoring 

and strict regulations on users who access the FIATT platform or who can buy FIATT.  

 

LEGAL 

Because FIATT is a U.S. based token and platform, FIATT will conform to any and all 

laws, regulations and any form of legal restrictions regarding cryptocurrency, fiat 

currency, securities and the like (please read “Terms of Service” and “Privacy Policy”). 
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Additionally, certain legal documents and possible foreign legal agreements may need 

clearance with the United States of America. 

 

FIATT in everyday life 

One will simply download or use their own ERC20 Ethereum wallet app. Users can then 

send and receive FIATT freely between one another. 

 

*Note: FIATT does not necessitate or require direct mining in any shape or form, other 

than through the Ethereum market to mine transactions.*  
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